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QMOl6/1

INSTRUCTIONS TO CANDIDATE:

This question booklet consists of 10 questions.

Answer all questions.

The full marks are shown in the brackets at the end of each question or section.

All work must be clearly shown.

The usage of electronic calculator is allowed.

Numerical answers can be given in the form of lc, g surd, fractions or up to three significant

figures, where appropriate, unless otherwise stated in the question-
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For the quadratic equation ox2 + bx+ c: 0.

*b+
x=

For an arithmetic series:

LIST OF MATHEMATICAL FOR]VIULAE

5

Tr= o+(n-lld

s =!lza+1n-tldln /'

For a geometric series

"t
n-lln: ar

^ a(1- rn )S - r+ln l-r

Binomial Expansion:

(a+b)' =an + 
[) ",-'r-, [;) 

on'b2+

where neNand[:):6h

("\
..+l la('l

n-r 
br + ...+ bn,
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l. By substituting a = 3' , solve the equation

9' +3 = 28(3'-1) .

) Find the sum of even numbers between 199 and 1999.

5x7 +l7x+17
as a sum of partial fractions.3. Express

(x+2)(x+l)z

The sum of the first fourterms of a geometric series with common ratiq

Determine the tenth term and the infinite sum, ,S- .

1

r [6 -41(a) Let matrix A =l ILr 0l

Li 
i ill Lil

(i) Find the determinant of matrix,4.

If A2-pA-qI=0 where pard qare realnumbers, lis aZx2identity
matrix and 0 is a 2 x 2 null matrix, findp and q. t4I

(b) Given a matrix equationAX: B as

tsl

t6l

t7l

\-

4"

5.

-1 ir ro
2

t7I

l2l

(ii) Given the cofactor matrix ",, = [-; i -i-l, find p nd q l2l
l' -2 1l

Determine the adjoint matrix of.4 and hence find the inverse ofr4. tzl(iii)

7
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7. Solve the following inequalities.

(a) x'+x-12.>0.

. (i)

I
(iD

9

6. If (x - l) and (x + 2) are factors of the expression 4xo - 6.13 + ax' + bx - 72,

determine a and D. Hence, factorise the expression completely. [ 1]

(b)

tsl

t8l

8.

12'- 
ll 

= rlx+21

(a) Using the principle of mathematical inductiorq prove that

2+4+6+...+ 2n =n2 +n, where nisapositive integer. t6l

(b) The sum ofthe ftst nterrns of an arithmetic sequen ce is !q+n + 20).
,t

Write down the expression for the sum of the first (z - 1) terms. 121

Find the first term and the common difference ofthe above ,lqu.r"..
t5I

(a)

(b)

(c)

Solve 3ln2x =3+1n27 .

Given a complex number , = =' 
-.

2-i

(i) State z in the form of a + ib where a and D are real numbers.

(iD Find the modulus and argument ofz.

l4l

121

t3l

Given the complex numbers u, v and

and w =2+i, state a in the form of

lll_
rry suchthat :_-.+_t_. If v=l_3iuvw

a + bi where a and b are real numbers.

t4l
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10. (a)

11

Matrices A and B are given as

-41
3s l

I

-r l

I t z 3l
,a=l-r o 41,

L o 2 2)

| + -1
B =l-t -l

[r r

FindAB and hence find A-1

(b) A company produces three grades of mangoes: .{ Y and Z. The total profit
from I kg grade x,2 kg grade I and 3 kg grade Z mangoes is RM20. The

profit from 4 kg grade Z is equal to the profit from 1 kg grade X mangoes.

The total profit from 2 kg grade land Zkggrade Z mangoes is RM10.

(i) Obtain a system of linear equations to represent the given information.
t3l

(ii) Write down the system in (i) as a matrix equation- tll

. (iii) Use the Cramer's rule to solve the system of linear equation. Hence,

I state the pro{it per kg for each grade. 
, [U]
i

END OF QUESTION PAPER
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